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Abstract: In today’s globalizing world, business culture and mass culture have 
become channels for the intensive exchange of cultural experiences. In a dynamically 
changing reality, verbal and nonverbal signs are included in the creation of speech 
productions that meet the needs and demands of modern social communication. 
The game principle of interpretation of reality is known to have become much 
more active in the postmodern era. Its implementation involves the possession 
of various linguistic and cultural codes, a wide repertoire of signs, symbols, and 
texts. Currently, the game principle has an increasing impact on the creation of 
new ergonymy. The aim of the article is to consider the influence of globalization 
processes on semiotic game techniques expressed in the selection and combination 
of verbal and nonverbal components in the creation of Russian ergonyms. The data 
obtained allow us to make initial observations on the combination of international 
and nationally specific content in naming.
Keywords: globalization, ergonymy, language game, semiotic game, Russian 
language.

1. Introduction
In the globalizing world, the influence of world languages on the speech practice 

of native languages encourages a new reference to the theory of language game, put 
forward by L. Wittgenstein in relation to the role of communicative conditions in lan-
guage use (Wittgenstein 1994). 

Taking for granted that the very boundary of language and objects external to 
language exists as dynamic and open, it is impossible to ignore the fact that the semi-
otic possibilities of signs of different languages have now become realized in a fun-
damentally new context of social activity and in line with the specifics of new com-
munication tasks. The representative material for the observation of these processes 
is provided by proper names of business associations of people, or ergonyms in terms 
of the Dictionary of Russian onomastic terminology by N. V. Podolskaya (Podolskaya 
1988). In this article we turn to the material of the latest Russian ergonymy and aim to 
consider the impact of globalization on the technique of language game in the choice of 
signs of different languages to achieve communicative pragmatic effects. Our attention 
will be focused, first of all, on the matter of choice, as well as the unification of graphic 
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and other visual symbols in the tangible medium of proprietary signs. The horizon of 
observations is connected with attempts to consider the explication of the features of 
postmodern culture in modern naming and to answer the question whether the semi-
otic game destroys the idea of values and symbols of ethnic and national culture.

2. Choice of language codes when creating modern ergonyms
The globalization phenomenon, defined by the British sociologist Roland 

Robertson as “the process of increasing impact of various internationally important 
factors (for instance, close economic and political bonds, cultural and informational 
exchange) upon the social reality in certain countries” (Robertson 1992: 388), on the 
cusp of the 20th and 21st centuries became a dominant idea for active consideration in 
a wide range of social sciences and the humanities – sociology, political science, culture 
studies, economic theory. Contemporary linguistics also pays attention to the chal-
lenges and contradictions of globalization in linguistic communication. On the one 
hand, the topical research issues include the functioning of languages in the context of 
their competition in social communication. On the other hand, scholars study changes 
in national languages as such and in speech practice which occur under the influence 
of active international interaction and cross-cultural communication, primarily on 
the Internet. Certainly, the world has not turned into the “global village” theoretically 
described by Marshall McLuhan, but the new digital communication technologies 
have considerably accelerated not only the information exchange processes, but also 
the opportunities for cultural interaction and, in addition, the impact and assimilation 
of foreign culture and foreign language material.

We can name at least three groups of factors that determine the entry of semiotic 
material from foreign languages and cultures into contemporary Russian ergonymy.

1. First, there are economic factors. They are connected to the business integra-
tion and extension of international manufacturing and trading relations – the penetra-
tion of foreign markets by Russian companies, the formation of joint ventures and, at 
the same time, the entry of foreign companies on the market of the Russian Federation. 
Objective needs of business communication encourage Russian companies to regis-
ter names designed for the perception of the foreign business audience. It becomes 
especially important when companies are interested in the international format of their 
activity. In this case, the use of English lexemes and English morphemes as construc-
tion material for ergonyms is considered preferable: e.g. IT holding Softline (the com-
pany is present in 28 countries; key regions, apart from Russia and the former Soviet 
republics, include Latin America, South-East Asia and India).

Quite often, Russian companies get double names: one ergonym is created in 
Russian with the use of Cyrillic characters, another is formed by means of loan-trans-
lation of name components into English or with the help of transliteration of the name 
into Roman characters. Graphically variable designations allow to extend the com-
municative range and, equally, meet the demands of business interaction both with 
Russian and foreign audiences.
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Евраз – Evraz, Evraz Group, international vertically integrated metallurgical and 
mining company with assets in the Russian Federation, the USA, Canada, the Czech 
Republic, Italy and Kazakhstan. The headquarters is in London. The company is one of 
the leading steel manufacturers in the world.

Уральская горно-металлургическая компания – Ural Mining and Metallurgical 
Company, UMMC, Russian metallurgical company, the first in Russia and the ninth in 
the world among the biggest copper manufacturers. The headquarters is in the town of 
Verkhnyaya Pyshma.

2. Another factor determining the increase in foreign-language components in 
Russian ergonyms is the need for the extension of the set of word-forming elements 
and for the enrichment of word-forming bases for new names. A considerable number 
of companies, enterprises, firms and corporations that have appeared under the condi-
tions of market economy and competition require the extension of word-forming mate-
rial for individualization and differentiation of designations in ergonymy. This need is 
supported by a similar state of things in the terminological lexis, in the dictionary of 
professional communication, where the deficit is covered by means of borrowing. In 
turn, the active borrowing of professional lexis in various spheres of business commu-
nication contributes to the transfer of foreign-language items into ergonymic nomina-
tion. Components such as trade, land, invest, market, fashion and beauty, in transliterated 
and non-transliterated forms, play a part in building numerous ergonyms.

3. Finally, in the context of new trends in ergonymy, it is also necessary to mention 
such sociocultural factors as the internationalization of mass culture and the expansion 
of worldview and aesthetic principles of postmodernism into it. The postmodernist 
aesthetics is manifested primarily in the game principle, which is expressed in various 
aspects of proper name creation and interpretation. 

In a broad sense, the gaming approach to the invention of proper names goes 
beyond the simple expediency in the transfer of the essential properties of the denota-
tum in any symbolic form which may be familiar to this sphere. Problems of catching 
attention and triggering the response of the target audience in relation to a proprietary 
designation rather than problems of informing about its features are the most frequent. 
The gaming approach rejects obvious naming stereotypes. The usual formulas for 
choosing motivational content and design of names are deliberately destroyed, giving 
way for the creative mixing of components. So to speak, a carnival of forms and mean-
ings is proclaimed, which overcomes the traditional norms and boundaries of national 
languages in favour of semiotic diversity, multilingualism and experimentation.

3. The semiotic game of ergonymy
In linguistics, the conversation about “games” based on verbal material has a 

fairly wide range, from the creation of game and secret languages (Yip 1982) to rhetori-
cal methods of implementing the comic principle (Lushnikova and Potapova 2011; 
Crystal 2011; Milner 1972; Norman 2006; Raskin 1994; Ritchie 2004; Sannikov 
2002, etc.), and more widely to obtain aesthetic effects (Zemskaya 1983: 172). Such 
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effects are well traced in artistic speech (Gridina and Kubasov 2017; Ignatyeva 2012; 
Rakhmikulova 2004; Shebalov 2004), in advertising and media texts (Biryukova 2011; 
Ilyasova and Amiri 2009; Smetanina 2002), in rural and urban folklore (Bondarenko 
2017; Mul 2000).

Techniques of language games are used as criteria for discerning its varieties. 
Thus, according to S.I.  Smetanina, there are graphic games, phonetic games, word-
building games, morphological games, games exploring the combination of words, 
games with polysemy, and also the combination of several techniques of language 
games in the same text (Smetanina 2002: 198–252).

The facts of language games are expressed in a vast communicative field, and as 
the texts of different genre and functional nature show, they are not limited to humor-
ous discourse and comic modality. From the standpoint of communicology, language 
games can be interpreted as a special type of speech behaviour, which is inextricably 
linked with creative intentions and attitudes to the destruction of stereotypes of per-
ception, which, however, does not go beyond the boundaries of knowledge known to 
the addressee. This leads to the following conclusions:

Language game is a certain type of speech behaviour of speakers, based on the deliber-
ate (consciously thought out) violation of the system of relations of language, that is, on 
the destruction of speech norms in order to create non-canonical forms and structures, 
acquiring an expressive meaning as a result of this destruction and the ability to induce 
an aesthetic and, in general, stylistic effect in the reader/listener.
It is impossible to understand the language game outside creative activity, because: 
1) the ability of the subject to the make a bright, unusual, the spectacular use of the 
word (or expression) is always secondary to the knowledge of the language system and 
its normative relations; 2) “gaming event” in speech communication can occur only 
when the speaker performs a targeted search of techniques of destruction of conven-
tional speech structures and related patterns of perception; 3) the language game always 
has an addressee, being targeted and considered as effective option of language use, it 
cannot be accomplished as such without the understanding of its addressee; 4) the lan-
guage game is always directed at creating a new sense in the language/speech structure 
which is not familiar to the reader/listener before (Danilevskaya 2011, orig. Russian).

The given theoretical provisions allow to outline the substantial bases for the fur-
ther observation of language games with foreign sign material in modern ergonyms. 

First, it shall be noted that the criterion of “understanding” the game in the 
proper name is extremely important, since the stylistic and semantic dimensions of 
the designation are realized in full only if both the speaker and the addressee will make 
creative efforts and apply some common “rules” of interpretation. Therefore, foreign-
culture and foreign-language material for ergonyms should be included in the general 
knowledge of the speakers and deciphered without great difficulties.

Second, it is fair to consider the creation of ergonyms according to the principles 
of language game as “an intentional deviation in speech behaviour from the literary 
norm, a conscious creative experiment that is carried out in order to attract attention 
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and to create an expressive effect” (Viktorova 2016: 4, orig. Russian). In this case, 
the main signs of the onymic game with the use of linguistic means of a different cul-
tural environment are transmitted by the very form of the designation. For instance, 
the name form ЛистОК used by a shop for gardeners refers at the same time to the 
diminutive листок (‘small leaf ’), which is normative for standard Russian, and to the 
combination of the Russian lexical item лист (‘leaf ’) and the English expression OK!. 
The deliberate graphic alteration of the common visual form allows the reader to inter-
pret the sense in a twofold way. The name can be construed as a derivative from ‘small 
leaf ’ and ‘leaf being OK’. However, in the second case, the meaning interpretation is 
not strictly predetermined, it rather leaves space for the extended evaluation OK! to 
be applied to the target object of designation – the shop. The name is composed as 
an easy riddle. To solve it you do not need to make a great effort, but its easiness gives 
satisfaction and pleasure to the perceiver. Thus, the ergonym acquires a higher degree 
of expression and the ability to trigger a positive reaction in the addressee.

However, is the perception of the form and content always related to verbal mate-
rial only? Apparently, no. The placement of an ergonym on the signboard of a company, 
the insertion of a proper name into a company logo allow to additionally use nonver-
bal visual means and to create polycode, or multimodal, signs. The range of nonverbal 
instruments used is rather wide: from fonts to colours and compositional solutions.

Summarizing the above, it can be concluded that the use of semiotic play in creat-
ing titles with proper names is a rational creative activity which involves breaking habit-
ual rules and stereotypes of “code” connection to create pragmatic effects. The semiotic 
play is aimed at meeting pragmatic objectives and performs a range of communicative 
functions. These include attention-grabbing, meaning-making, expressive, entertain-
ing, aesthetic, mnemonic functions. It is feasible, in our opinion, to add the cognitive 
function to this list because the comprehension of new ideas, even when represented 
in an unusual and creative manner, is able to build the vocabulary of language speakers.

Let us consider the techniques of semiotic play and define the possible forms of 
its existence. From the point of view of sign material, the following forms can be identi-
fied: 1) semiotic play based on verbal graphic derivation; 2) semiotic play based on the 
use of verbal and nonverbal forms; 3) semiotic play based on joining verbal forms and 
special events.

Intentional occasional violation of graphic and spelling norms in the formation of 
new designations is called graphoderivation (Izotov 1998; Popova 2018; Samylicheva 
2010). The semiotic play with the use of verbal graphic derivation is the most popular 
kind in ergonymy and usually represents the inclusion of foreign graphemes or foreign 
non-transliterated morphemes into the material form of a proper name. The frequently 
used techniques of graphic derivation are present in multiple variants. The most typical 
examples will be illustrated:

1) Replacement of Cyrillic characters with Latin ones:
– names of cafes, restaurants, pubs
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СкаZка ← from Сказка (‘fairy tale’);
Гнеzdо Перелетного Zайца ← from Гнездо перелетного Зайца (‘nest of migratory hare’), 
an absurd combination of words; 
Lёd ← from Лёд (‘ice’); 
Zажигалка ← from Зажигалка (‘lighter’) is associated simultaneously with the slang 
word зажигалка (‘cheerful sociable girl who knows how to cheer up, light up others’); 
XLеб ← from Хлеб (‘bread’), the graphically highlighted segment XL is associated with 
the designation of a large size;
ХищNic ← from Хищник (‘predator’), the graphically highlighted component Nic and 
the abbreviation of nickname are homonyms;
ЦVет ← from Цвет (‘colour’) etc.

2) Complete transliteration of a Russian name:
– names of clubs

Razdevalka ← from Раздевалка (‘cloakroom’); 
Malevich ← from Малевич (surname of the famous Russian avant-garde artist); 
Troyka ← from Тройка (‘three’), is related simultaneously to Тройка (name of an Old 
Russian team of horses);
Pravda ← from Правда (‘truth’), also correlates with the name of the Soviet newspaper 
Pravda;
Barsuk ← from Барсук (‘badger’);
Zanoza ← from Заноза (‘splinter’); 
Zvook ←. from Звук (‘sound’); 
Dno ← from Дно (‘bottom’); 
KUVALDA.CLUB ← from КУВАЛДА.КЛУБ (‘sledgehammer club’).

– names of restaurants, cafes, bars, and pubs
Boroda ← from Борода (‘beard’); 
Zebra ← from Зебра (‘zebra’); 
Soloway ←. from Соловей (‘nightingale’); 
Bestuzhev ← from Бестужев (surname of the Russian poet of the 19th century); 
Platforma ← from Платформа (‘platform’); 
Zig Zagg’a ← from Зигзаг (‘zigzag’); 
Palma ← from Пальма (‘palm’); 
Pushkin ← from Пушкин (surname of the famous Russian poet of the 19th century); 
Saxofon ← from Саксофон (‘saxophone’), etc.

3) Transliteration of foreign words with the help of Cyrillic characters:
ДуЮДу (club) ← from English Do you do; 
Блюменфрау (flower shop) ← from German Blumenfrau; 
Дольче Вита (tourist agency) ← from Italian Dolce vita; 
Даймонт Билдинг (construction company) ← from English diamond building; 
Райт (retail chain) ← from English right; 
Про Арте (foundation in the sphere of art) ← from Latin pro Arte, etc.
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4) Joining roots or disjuncture of a word and application of Cyrillic and Latin 
script to its different parts: 

ВолгаWolga (motorship company) ← from Волга + Волга (doubling of the toponym 
Volga in different graphic design);
РыбаLOVE (restaurant) ← by analogy with рыболов (‘fisherman’) with the external con-
sonance лов- (ловить – catch) and love;
СиниԿкаLOFT (night club) ← from синичка + лофт (‘titmouse’ + ‘loft’).

5) Macaronic combination of components from different languages, particularly 
Russian and English (using Cyrillic and Latin scripts, respectively):

– names of clubs 
Московский Олд Скул ← from Московская старая школа (‘Moscow old school’); 
Gold Шнур ← from Золотой Шнур (‘gold cord’); 
The Пляж ← from пляж (‘beach’).

– names of restaurants, cafes, bars, and pubs
Soviet Loft XoboT ← from советский + лофт + хобот (‘Soviet loft trunk’);
Наволне by Soho Rooms ← from на волне + Сохо + комнаты (‘riding the wave by Soho 
Rooms’);
Пират Хауз ← from пират + дом (‘pirate house’); 
Erwin Рекамореокеан ← from Эрвин + река + море + океан (‘Erwin river sea ocean’), etc.

6) Inclusion of analphabetic graphemes – numbers, mathematical symbols, 
Internet communication symbols:

– names of clubs
SMENA 2.0 ← from Смена (‘shift’); 
Moskva24 ← from Москва 24 (‘Moscow 24’), the number is indicative of the round-the-
clock operation of the business;
Disco 90 ← from Dиско + 90 (‘disco’), the number in the name may indicate a preference 
in the choice of music and dance style; 
Studio 46 ← from Cтудия + 46 (location address);
Re:форма ← from Реформа (‘Re:form’), the form of the word is divided by the colon, 
which signals a dual reading – Реформа and Новая Форма (‘reform’ and ‘new form’).

– names of restaurants, cafes, bars, and pubs
Støy! ← from Стой (‘stop’); 
За100лье ← from Застолье (‘party’), the root of the word -сто- is replaced by the homo-
phone numeral 100 сто; 
Ед@ ← from Еда (‘food’); 
#FARШ ← from Фарш (‘minced meat’).

– other names
real estate agency М@сква ← from Москва (M@skva / Moscow);
medical center Оптим@Мед ← from Оптимальный + Медицина (Optim@Med / 
‘optimal’ + ‘medicine’); 
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construction company #Наукастроить ← from Наука строить (Naukastroit / ‘con-
struction science’); 
event agency #Brusnika ← from Брусника (‘lingonberry’). 

The game in the graphic form of a name can have a different degree of semantic 
intensity. In some cases, foreign graphemes in the written form of an ergonym only cre-
ate a surprising, paradoxical effect and add some cultural connotations to the name – a 
flexible associative bond with a different cultural environment. This does not always 
correlate with a particular country or national culture. A name often refers to a sugges-
tive environment where the semantic code-mixing declares the freedom of mental out-
look: e.g. the night club Terem (from the obsolete word терем ‘the upper living floor 
in a big wooden house, also a high wooden house as such’). The transliterated form 
gives the name a new “foreign” connotation and encourages distinctive impressions 
from the audacious transfer of a traditional image into the international communica-
tion environment. 

Names including Internet communication symbols (see the names of cafés 
#Farш and Каша#Малаша) also reveal the interaction and overlapping of commu-
nicative spaces. Communication in both virtual and real spaces with a wide range of 
counteragents has become a common element of urban culture. That is why the use 
of the @ (at) ligature or hashtag symbol in an ergonym is a kind of signal to the target 
audience: the company positions itself as a modern one, responding to the consumers’ 
current needs and tastes.

In other cases, the play on graphic symbols simultaneously involves the play on 
the motivating content of a name. The name of the café Бутерbrodsky (Figure 1) trans-
fers the recipient’s creativity to the words бутерброд (‘sandwich’) and Brodsky ( Joseph 
Brodsky was a famous Russian and 
American poet, winner of the Nobel 
Prize for Literature in 1987). In this 
instance, the combination of intel-
lectual and everyday aspects creates 
a semantic challenge and claims the 
modern significance of this mixture of 
aesthetically high and earthly things.

The graphic form serves as a 
starting point for games with seman-
tic decoding. By suggesting the ambi-
guity of interpretation, it sets the 
semantic field for different versions 
of naming motivation. The ergonym 
Лиbeerти (bar) allows one to connect 
the motives behind the name with the 
English words liberty and beer.

Figure 1. Advertising poster for 
the café Buterbrodsky
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Ptizza счастья (café) can be related to the idiom птица счастья (‘the bluebird 
of happiness’) and the word pizza.

The name of hookah bar Smoke On The Water is associated especially with the 
famous hit of the rock band Deep Purple, but the literal interpretation of this name 
represents the hookah operating principle in a comic way.

The name of the restaurant МясоROOB is a nonce word formed by analogy with 
the Russian word лесоруб (‘lumberjack’), but the transliteration indicates switching 
to another code. It serves as a starting point for associations with the English word 
lumberjack and, further on, with the lumbersexual style of men’s fashion, with its delib-
erately rugged clothes and hairstyle: thick sweaters, flannel shirts, work boots, having 
a beard. As a result, this ergonym is surrounded with background figural information 
and acquires an additional “brutal” tone (Figure 2).

Figure 2. Promotional photo for the restaurant МясоROOB

Generally, in the multiple forms of graphic play in modern ergonyms we can 
acknowledge a common trend for the enhancement of name attractiveness. This is 
achieved by means of audacious experiments that help to grab the attention of the tar-
get audience and elicit its emotional response.

The destruction of stereotypes of speech behaviour of native speakers became 
so obvious that M.  Krongauz indicated the concern of linguists, using the expres-
sion “Russian language on the verge of a nervous breakdown” (Krongauz 2007, orig. 
Russian). But does this formulation correspond to the real state of things? Observations 
of ergonyms show that despite the bold graphic play with the form of names, lexical 
material for word formation is still largely associated with Russian words, including 
obsolete ones. Even in cases where the sound form of the word is fully transliterated, 
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a very specific Russian lexis can be used as a source material, correlated with symbols 
and well-known signs of national culture.

Another form of semiotic play that involves ergonyms leads us beyond the scope 
of verbal material and the graphic one connected with it. The issue is how the com-
plete image created by the figurative context, closest to the proper name, is played on. 
Curious examples of this can be observed in the creative use of corporate style ele-
ments of well-known brands. Thus, in Kazan (the capital of the Republic of Tatarstan 
in the Russian Federation), the traditional corporate style of McDonald’s (the yellow 
letter ‘M’ in the form of two arcs on a red background) has got a local design. Instead of 
the red background, a green one is used (Figure 3). Why?

Figure 3. McDonald’s signboard in Kazan

The traditional religion of the Tatars is Islam, and the green colour and all its 
shades are associated with it as well as with folk culture. Therefore, the name of the 
international corporation has acquired not only the Russian transliterated form, but 
also a regional colour variant.

Because of its global publicity, the corporate style of McDonald’s often becomes 
the subject of graphic jokes in designing names. Thus, the reversed letter ‘M’ trans-
forms into the Cyrillic letter ‘Ш’ and is inserted into the names of establishments sell-
ing shawarma, an Eastern dish (Figure 4).

In this example, the essence of the name consists in the additional use of the letter 
‘c’ which renders the English morpheme ‘s’ indicative of the possessive case. As a result, 
the graphic form of the name, together with the closest semiotic context create a truly 
macaronic composition, in which languages and cultures intricately combine.
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Figure 4. A semiotic game on the corporate style of McDonald’s

One more form of semiotic play involving ergonyms is encountered quite rarely 
but demonstrates a semiotic resource for the creative use of various cultural codes. Let 
us illustrate it with an example. The name ЛЕНИН@ЖИВ of a pub and restaurant 
in St. Petersburg has a provocative character (Figure 5). The @ (at) ligature in the 
Russian computer slang and everyday speech is referred to as собака (‘dog’). Thus, 
the full name takes the following form: ‘Ленин, собака, жив’ (‘Lenin, dog, alive’). The 
name partly refers to the famous sentence from Vladimir Mayakovski’s poem: “Lenin 
lived, Lenin is alive, Lenin will live”. This line was often used in slogans and posters of 
the Soviet propaganda. On the other hand, the name is associated with the new sphere 
of Internet communication due to the @ ligature.

Figure 5. Sign of the pub and restaurant Ленин@Жив

However, the name has gained a new interpretation in advertising performances. 
During special actions, an actor wearing make-up and dressed up as Lenin walks along 
the streets of St. Petersburg accompanied by foreign sailors (Figure 6).
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Figure 6. Advertising performance Lenin is Alive

The sailors symbolize the international scale of Lenin’s ideas, and the whole event 
becomes a kind of carnival game in which serious things turn into unserious ones and 
mythologized images are deflated and involved into a comic performance. Its main aim 
is to attract attention, entertain and encourage the target audience to engage in the 
desired consumer activity.

However, metaphorically speaking, the ergonym ЛЕНИН@ЖИВ (‘Lenin, dog, 
alive’) comes to life in a carnival plot that amuses all the spectators regardless of their 
national identity.

4. Conclusion
It is obvious that semiotic play mostly applies to the ergonyms related to the 

B2C (business-to-consumer) domain. This includes the spheres of entertainment and 
wellness, commerce, art, fashion and mass media. It is here that semiotic play finds its 
adequate pragmatic application. Game mechanisms apply to the motivating content 
and the material form of a sign alike. They actualize the recipient’s imagination and 
help perceive cultural connotations and original images as well as allusions and remi-
niscences of well-known subjects and texts belonging both to the Russian and world 
culture.

Meanwhile, we cannot but admit that, in general, the semiotic play in ergonyms 
brings the style of the carnival in urban culture and the urban linguistic and semiotic 
landscape. The variety of techniques and ways of its implementation expands the 
boundaries of creative activity and challenges stereotypes and strict norms. It can be 
said that semiotic play creates a mosaic of forms and meanings in a single space but 
make it richer, more intense and more open to cultural interaction.
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